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MV School Celebrates Graduates
By: Ruth Zilch

The hard work of Mountain Valley’s students was celebrated on
June 4th and June 18th with a graduation and promotion
celebration at both site locations. Mountain Valley had six seniors
graduate this year with three of the six continuing their education
in college. We were fortunate to have Jackie Turner speak to the
students in both locations about perseverance, resilience, and the
importance of giving back. Jacqueline is a local and worldwide
sensation. She has worked with Foster, Adopted, and Homeless
youth helping to restore their lives and has been featured
worldwide on radio shows, podcasts, news stations, and in a film
based on her life story called My One Christmas Wish. Jacqueline
joined the Acres of Hope staff team 4 years ago with a goal to
raise the awareness of Acres of Hope and increase financial assets
to serve more mothers and children leaving the cycle of
homelessness. Ms. Turner’s story moved everyone in the
audience.
Dan Petrie followed Ms. Turner with a presentation on the
Conservation Crew that culminated with a video of the
conservation crew and a letter of recommendation for
employment for a graduating team member. Three students also
shared their feelings on graduating, the value of hard work and
hope for the future. It was a wonderful way to end the school
year. We are exceptionally proud of the graduating class of 2021!
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From Rodeos to Barn Days
By: Della Hill
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A long running tradition at Mountain Valley Child & Family
Services has been our annual Barn Day. Every summer, our kids
from both facilities come together at our ranch site to share a
special time together!
Last year, due to COVID-19, our festivities we're cancelled,
however, this year we got to host this event once again and it
brought back a sense of nostalgia for everyone!
Way back when, before our annual "Barn Day", we held a proper
rodeo each year. This consisted of classic ropin' of cattle, ridin'
bulls, trail rides into the town of Nevada City, eatin' good food..
all sorts of things! Of course today, due to laws and legalities we can't have our staff members and kids ropin' cattle and ridin'
bulls (although we're sure they would love it)!
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Although quite a few things have changed from our rodeo days
to our barn days, the amount of fun we have hosting and
enjoying this time together has not (and of course we still eat
great food)! It's more about coming together and letting our
kids take ownership of an event. Each year, they create
presentations to share the knowledge they've learned about
farm animals through our animal programs - anything from
hygiene and feeding, to different types of walking and trotting..
and even tricks they learn to do with the animals. They enjoy a
bit of healthy competition with barn day games and each student
gets to build their very own Pine Wood Derby cars for the annual
race! Enjoy the photos from way back when and check out those
cars from this years' race!
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Pine Wood Derby Cars
2021

Barn Day Kick Off 2021
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"Although quite a few things have changed from our
rodeo days to our barn days, the amount of fun we have
hosting and enjoying this time together has not!"
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Letter from the CEO
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MVCFS New Conservation Team
By: Dan Petrie

As we all tried our best to navigate through COVID-19 this past year, our students started
getting restless due to all the restrictions imposed by this pandemic and the inability to leave
our ranch site on outings and home visits. So last fall, a small group of our staff members and
students began to work together on simple tree thinning and brush removal on the weekends.
This seemed to catch on, as several students took a liking to the work - and before long, we had
a regular team of 5 students working together two days per week on various projects around the
ranch. Over time, we saw an opportunity to formalize this work into a regular program to give the
students job training and experience...and the MVCFS Conservation Team was started.
Throughout the years, our teams have encouraged the students to learn skills they can utilize
outside of our facilities and gain experience to use throughout life. From building their own
schoolhouse in the 1970’s, to cutting, milling and building a beautiful log cabin during the
2000’s, a floating fishing pier just a few years back and so much more… ranch projects and
enhancements have always sparked major interest in our kids.
Our newly created conservation program is completely voluntary, however it does provide a
monetary incentive that is tied more to training objectives than to time/productivity. Over the
past 6 months, we’ve typically had 6 regular members and include “tryouts'' on each project.
Students that wish to try out and join the team are required to maintain a MVCFS Safety Level of
“Green” and show up to at least 3 projects in order to learn what all is involved and get a feel of
the type of work being done.

Letter from the CEO cont'd
By: Dan Petrie

The next step in our “tryouts” consists of each student having to
seek/receive 3 letters of recommendation from their house staff,
complete a job application, prepare a resume, and then interview for
the position. This structure of the process is designed to give them as
much real world experience as possible as they seek “employment”
with the team.
As mentioned earlier, our team started expanding the projects from
tree thinning and brush removal to include various other crucial skills
that include fire mitigation & fuel reduction like tree trimming, tree
felling,

brush

removal,

chipping,

controlled

burning,

firewood

cutting/splitting etc. Our students have successfully learned how to
safely use tools such as shovels, rakes, McClouds, loppers, bow saws,
limb saws, chain saws, splitting mauls, fire pumps and more. In
addition to using these tools, they’ve each received the opportunity
to work around equipment like a backhoe, water truck, diesel chipper,
skid steer and more.
Once our students come on board with the conservation team, we
issue them a uniform that consists of work pants, boots, a team shirt,
gloves, safety glasses and a hard hat. Our hard hat colors vary
depending on what level of the team each member is on. Team
members are eligible to expand their training program after the
completion of 40 projects and can be promoted to the role of Peer
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Mentor with an orange hat, and after 80 projects, they can become a
Team Leader with a red hat. Each promotion requires interviews, a
recommendation from a Team Leader, and the approval from their
House Leadership. Students who are promoted have demonstrated
the basic employability skills of the training program i.e. on time,
prepared for work, safe practices etc. and are now focused on skills
related to supervisory positions such as organization, communication,
giving/receiving feedback, delegation, leadership etc.
We are proud of our hard working staff members who have helped
bring this program to life and the kids who work so diligently in their
overall program to be able to enjoy working on our conservation
team.

"We are proud of
our hard working
staff members
and the kids
who work so
diligently".
- Dan Petrie

Staff Spotlight

Founding Moments

Richard Milhous

One of our Founding Members
53 years, and counting
of dedication to California youth

Q: What is one of your fondest memories at MVCFS? A: By far, student progress and graduation
ceremonies from Mountain Valley programs hit my soft spot. Knowing a lot of the kid's history and the
issues affecting their daily lives encourages me to watch their progression as the weeks and months go by,
which is an exclusive gratification earned only in our kind of business. I am pleased to see our staff and kid
interactions, whether in their classrooms or out on the ranch. Out of several thousand kids who have
passed through Mountain Valley, knowing them puts job satisfaction beyond anything else.
Q: The ranch has changed more than a few times over the last 50 years; what is your favorite
spot on the ranch to this day? A: That is a tricky question. The ranch location and its nearly 1000 acres
automatically create numerous favorite sites. Let's start with the airport situated on our highest mountain
at the property. In 1974 we cleared out a path through the trees and brush to land an airplane on, not only
for enjoyment but also for emergencies. At least three different times, the local forestry units landed there
for practice. It remains a novel place for the kids to visit on outings.
Q: What has been one of your favorite projects that the kids have built over the years? A: In our
earlier years, the program was primarily for training young boys to operate various heavy equipment and
care for animals on a self-supporting ranch. The favorite project turned out to be that the boys wanted a
new schoolhouse. You see, we held school classes in the dining hall for serval years. Boys cleared off the
tables after meals to do their homework, which didn't feel much like a school. By the time they ate their
dinner in the same room, at the same table where they had just studied schoolwork - it got a bit boring.
After a unanimous vote from staff and kids, we made plans for a new schoolhouse. When it came time for
construction, our boys came alive, wanting to get involved in building something. They were excited to build
their schoolhouse, and that gave them satisfaction and proud moments. Lots of energy expended and
getting hungry at noontime; kids talked about the project, not realizing their negative behavior had faded in
the last few hours. The power of camaraderie was supplanting destructive deeds - one of many ways ranchstyle programs turn kids around.
Q: What has always been your favorite event throughout the years? A: In the earlier years, our boy's
Ranch rodeos were a highlight for the community and us. However, the mother's day rodeo at Milhous
ranch was the most significant yearly event attended by hundreds of participants and the community.
Rodeo was an excellent outlet for the boys to participate in the company of others and watching the horse
activity while comingling with our local neighbors.

Our Founders : Oliver; Frances; Frank, Richard; Janet

Student Showcase

Artwork By: D.F.

Artwork Projects

Artwork By: R.S.

Artwork By: A.S.

Woodshop Projects

Ukulele By: S.E.

Star Wars Pottery By: S.E.
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DONORS

Klean Kanteen
Auburn Sunset Rotary
Sysco Foods
Blick Art Materials
Gold Country Rotary

Don't forget about our
recruitment bonus!

Want to be involved with this newsletter?
Contact: Della Hill or Haley Yanes
for information on being a part of the
Mountain Valley Press Newsletter Committee!
Questions or feedback ?
Email us here: newsletter@mv.email

